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Risk Concession Model for Build/Operate/Transfer
Contract Projects

L. Y. Shen1 and Y. Z. Wu2

Abstract: This paper extends the build–operate–transfer(BOT) concession model(BOTCcM) to establishing a risk concession model
BOT contract projects. The decision for a concession period is one of the most important decisions in determining a BOT
BOTCcM presents an alternative method to assist in determining a concession period that can protect the basic interests
investor and the government concerned. However, there is a major limitation in using the model, namely it gives no considera
impacts of risks on the estimation of various economic variables in the model. This study considers the risk impacts to the
model and presents an additional risk concession model. This model provides an approach for formulating a concession period
the impacts of risks and, at the same time, protect the basic interests of both the investor and the government concerned. A
case is used to show the procedures of formulating the risk concession period through the assistance of the Monte Carlo
method.
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Introduction

Build–operate–transfer(BOT)-type contracts have been prov
effective in arranging the finance for infrastructure project
both developed and developing countries. In general, implem
ing infrastructure projects requires a large capital investmen
governments, particularly in those developing countries, us
find it difficult to provide sufficient capital for public infrastru
ture development, the BOT contract is widely used to attrac
vate capital to assist in developing public infrastructure. By u
the BOT contract, a grantor provides a private company w
concession to build and operate a project. This contractua
rangement provides a mechanism for using private finance, t
allows governments to construct more infrastructure ser
without the use of additional public funds. Typical infrastruct
projects using BOT contracts include highways, railways, p
tunnels, bridges, power plants, hydraulic structures, and rese
(Shen et al. 1996). In fact, the BOT method has been in use fo
long time. The first BOT contract project in modern times was
building of the Suez Canal which was constructed in 1854(Levy
1996). In this contract, the private company, Compagnie U
verselle du Canal Maritime de Suez, obtained a 99-year co
sion from the Egyptian government for the construction and
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Kong Polytechnic Univ., Hong Kong.

2PhD Student, School of Southeast Land Management, Zhe
Univ., P. R. China.
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eration of the canal connecting the Mediterranean and Red
Nevertheless, the method was not widely used until the midd
the 1980’s(Huang 1995). Since the 1980’s, the application of
BOT method has made an important contribution to the dev
ment of infrastructure work throughout the world.

The use of BOT system has attracted interest from resear
Previous research has developed various methods and m
mainly focusing on financing, pricing, managing, and enginee
in implementing a BOT contract(Miller 1997; Malini 1999;
Devapriya and Pretorius 2002; Yang and Meng 2002). One recen
research initiative has developed a BOT concession m
(BOTCcM) for formulating a concession period that can pro
the interests of both the government concerned and the p
investor(Shen et al. 2002). BOTCcM provides a methodology f
calculating a concession period that incorporates both the i
tor’s and the concerned government’s interests. It is a dev
ment in using the BOT system as it offers a quantitative to
find a concession period between the private sector and the
cerned government where both parties gain benefits. How
one limitation found in the use of BOTCcM is that it does
consider the impacts of risks to the estimates of the various
nomic variables present in the process of completing a BOT
tract. Risk exists at all stages of the project life cycle. S
BOT-type projects not only require a large amount of investm
but also span long time periods, there are many uncertaintie
risks affecting the performance of implementing the project
ing concession period. A study by Delmon(2000) suggests tha
the impact of risks to project objectives in completing a B
project are usually significant, and these risks are from mu
sources including capital budget, construction time, constru
cost, operation cost, politics and policies, market condition, c
eration credibility, and economic environment. It is esse
therefore for both the private sector and the concerned go
ment to take into account the impact of these risks when co

ering engaging in a BOT contract. This paper describes the ex-
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con-
tension of the BOTCcM model to establish a risk conces
model (BOTCcM-R) for assisting in formulating a concess
period which incorporates risk impacts.

Major Principles in Using the Build–Operate–
Transfer Concession Model

The study by Shen et al.(2002) presents a methodology for ide
tifying a concession period that can protect both the conce
government’s and the investor’s interests. Generally, a longer
cession period is more beneficial to the private investor, b
prolonged concession period may induce loss to the conc
government. Alternatively, if the concession period is too sh
the investor will either reject the contract or be forced to incr
the service fees in the operation of the project. Consequentl
risk burden due to the short concession period will be shifte
the public who use and pay for the facilities. Thus, an approp
concession period is one of the most important decisions
agreeing upon a BOT contract. Moreover, as different pro
will incur different cash flow profiles during their future ope
tions, different concession periods are adopted in different a
cations. Table 1 provides examples of concession periods us
different types of BOT projects(Walker and Smith 1995; Wor
Bank 1997, 2001).

The BOTCcM model presented by Shen et al.(2002) calcu-
lates a concession period that balances the interests of the p
investor and the concerned government, defined as

IR ø NPVsTcd ø NPVsTfd s1d

where Tc denotes the concession period in a BOT contracTf

=project economic life;I =the investor’s capital investment;R
=investor’s expected return rate; NPVsTcd=net present valu
generated from operating the project during the concessio
riod; and NPVsTfd=net present value generated from opera
the project during the project economic life.

NPVsTcd and NPVsTfd may be written as

NPVsTcd = o
Tc NCFt

s1 + rdt = o
Tc sI t − Ctd

s1 + rdt s2d

Table 1. Example Build–Operate–Transfer(BOT) Projects with Differe

BOT project and region
Investme

(US$/millio

1) Metropolitan Waterworks and Sewerage
System in Manila, Philippines

7,000

2) Laibin B Power Plant, China 60

3) Linha Amerala Road, Brazil 17

4) Dabhol 695-MW Power Plant, India 92

5) Bangkok Highway, Thailand 88

6) Mexico City Toluca Toll Road, Mexico 31

7) East Harbor Tunnel, Hong Kong 56

8) Dartford Bridge, U.K. 310

9) South-North Highway, Malaysia 1,80

10) Channel Tunnel, U.K. and France 10,3
t=1 t=1

212 / JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT
NPVsTfd = o
t=1

Tf NCFt

s1 + rdt

= o
t=1

Tc NCFt

s1 + rdt + o
t=Tc+1

Tf NCFt

s1 + rdt

= o
t=1

Tc sI t − Ctd
s1 + rdt + o

t=Tc+1

Tf sI t − Ctd
s1 + rdt s3d

where NCFt denotes the net cash flow in yeart; I t=income for the
year t, Ct=cost (or expense) in year t; and r =discounted rat
taking into account the effects of both interest and inflation.

The BOTCcM model assumes that the variablesI t, Ct, andr in
formulas(2) and (3) can be estimated with deterministic valu
Based on this assumption, a NPV curve developed when o
ing a BOT project was produced. An example is shown in Fi

In Fig. 1, the two specific time points, namely,TcIL andTcIU,
are identified with corresponding valuesIR and NPVsTfd mea-
sured on the vertical axis. The two time points form an inte
sTcIL ,TcIUd within which the concession periodTc can assume an
value. By using this concession period,Tc, the basic interests
both the investor and the concerned government can be pro
(Shen et al. 2002).

Simulation Analysis of the Impact of Risk on the
Concession Model

The BOTCcM model is a deterministic model where the estim
of the variablesI t, Ct, andr are given with deterministic value

ncession Periods

Concession period
(year)

Year of
investmen

25 1997

18 1997

10 1996

20 1995

30 1993

Guarantees traffic volumes 199

30 1989

20 1989

30 1988

55 198

Fig. 1. Net present value profile and concession period in the
cession model by Shen et al.(2002)
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However, this assumption is a major limitation because the v
of these variables are uncertain due to the existence of va
risks. For example, the capital budget and the construction
may be changed, and cost and income may vary during
lengthy concession period. The impacts of risks to the pe
mance of a BOT-type project have been highlighted by prev
research, for example, Huang(1999) and Zayed and Chan
(2002). When risk is taken into account in determining a con
sion period, the BOTCcM model needs to be modified. This
be illustrated by using a hypothetical example which highli
the improvements in the model.

Assume that an investor is to tender for a BOT contrac
building a toll bridge(named Sanchuan Bridge), aiming for an
economic life of 34 years including a construction periodt0.
Consider that negative income will be incurred during the
struction period and that positive income will be generated du
postconstruction period, namely, the operating period. The
lowing formula is used to calculate the NPV profile in the op
ating the bridge:

NPVsTd = − o
t=1

t0 Ic

s1 + rdt + o
t=t0+1

T
q 3 p − cm

s1 + rdt s4d

where t0 denotes the construction period;q=annual traffic
volume; p=toll price; cm=annual maintenance cost;r =annua
discount rate; andIc=annual capital investment during proj
construction period.

Consider the existence of various risks in the whole proce
implementing the project. The estimates on the variablesq, p, cm,
r, and Ic in the model are given various probability distributio
rather than deterministic values. It is important to note that t
estimates are hypothetical and used only for demonstratin
principle of formulating a risk concession period.

Annual Capital Investment „Ic…

It is assumed that the total capital investment,sId, is evenly con
sumed during the construction period,t0. Thus, the annual capit
investment,Ic, may be written asIc= I / t0. The total capital inves
ment, I, is estimated in a triangular probability distribution, w

Table 2. Discrete Estimation for the Toll Price($/Vehicle)

Discrete estimation Probability 1–5

Pessimistic expectation 0.3 9.0

Most likely expectation 0.4 10.8

Optimistic expectation 0.3 13.5

Fig. 2. Probability distribution of capital investmentsId
JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION EN
the most likely value of $400 million, the minimum(or the opti-
mistic estimation) of $300 million, and the maximum(or the pes
simistic estimation) of $500 million, as shown in Fig. 2.

Construction Time „t0…

The construction time,t0, is estimated with a triangular probab
ity distribution with the most likely estimation of 4 years,
minimum time(or the optimistic estimation) of 3 years, and th
maximum time (or the pessimistic estimation) of 5 years, a
shown in Fig. 3. This assumes that the government impo
limited construction duration of 4 years beyond which liquida
damages at a rate of$0.2 million/week will be charged. On th
other hand, if the construction time is less than 4 years, th
vestor can start to generate income early by operating the b

Toll Price „p…

Toll prices enable income to be made during the period of o
ating the bridge. Toll prices may be changed in line with ma
changes or policy changes. A discrete distribution with thre
timates is adopted for describing the toll price, namely, a p
mistic estimate, a most-likely estimate, and an optimistic
mate. It is also considered that different toll prices are adopt
different stages during a project concession period. For exa
in order to promote the traffic volumes during the initial 5 ye
of using the bridge, the price will be cheaper. The price wil
higher during the 10-year period after the initial operation pe
During the later stages of operation, it is assumed that th
price will drop gradually because alternative traffic bridges
be available. Table 2 provides the summary of the estimatio
the toll price. The data included in the table are presented gr
cally in Fig. 4.

Annual Traffic Volume „q…

A normal distribution is assigned to represent the annual t
volume during project operation period. Furthermore, consid
that traffic volume will be different at different stages, differ

Operation period(after construction stage)

6–15 16–20 21–25 26–3

10.0 8.0 6.0 3

12.0 9.6 7.2 4.8

15.0 12.0 9.0 6.

Fig. 3. Probability distribution of construction timest0d
GINEERING AND MANAGEMENT © ASCE / FEBRUARY 2005 / 213
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distributions are used to represent the volume. During the i
and final stages, it is assumed that the traffic volume will be
than the volume during the middle stage of operation. For
ample, during the initial 5 years of using the new bridge, the
facilities may still be available. These old facilities will shar
certain amount of traffic. During the final stage(for example, the
final 15 years), when more maintenance will be carried out
other alternative bridges will be available, the traffic volume
decrease. Based on this assumption, a normal distribution w
mean of 5 million and standard deviation of 1.25 million
adopted as the estimation of the annual traffic volume durin
initial and final stages in operating the project. This is show
Fig. 5(a). A normal distribution with a mean of 10 million an
standard deviation of 2.5 million is used for the estimation
traffic volume during the middle term, as shown in Fig. 5(b).

Annual Maintenance Cost „Cm…

A normal distribution with a mean of $40 million and stand
deviation of $10 million is used to describe the basic an
maintenance cost,C0. This is shown in Fig. 6.

Previous research suggests that the maintenance costs
erating a BOT project are much higher during the initial and
stages.(Patton 1982; Wen and Kang 2001). On this basis, a
adjustment coefficient,k, is used to modify the basic annual ma
tenance cost. The modified annual maintenance cost, deno
Cm, can be therefore written asCm=kC0. The coefficient,k, al-

Fig. 4. Discrete estimation on the toll pricespd during operation
period

Fig. 5. Probability distribution of annual traffic volumessqd during
years for 6–15
214 / JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT
-

s

lows the user to adjust maintenance costs in a way that h
value maintenance costs appear during initial and final stage
lower costs appear in the middle term. A lower cost will be
justed if k is less than 1, and a higher cost will be incurred w
k is larger than 1. A quadratic function is used to serve the
pose of this coefficient, written as

k = at2 + bt + c s5d

The model is considered as a symmetric function with the
metric axis at the middle pointstmd in the project operation p
riod. Thus, the function may be rewritten ask=ast− tmd2+c. For
simplicity, considering the construction period of 4 years,
point tm will be

tm = 4 +
34 − 4

2
= 19

Thus

k = ast − 19d2 + c s6d

It is assumed that the initial maintenance cost is the same
final maintenance cost but that the maintenance cost at the m
point stmd is one-fourth of the cost at the initial or final poi
namely

kt=4 = kt=34= 4kt=19 s7d

The coefficientk assumes various values at different time po
These values may be less or more than 1. It is assumed th

tion period:(a) operation years for 1–5 and 16–30 and(b) operation

Fig. 6. Probability distribution of annual maintenance costsc0d
opera
© ASCE / FEBRUARY 2005
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average value ofk in the operation period is 1. This may
described as

1

30E4

34

kdt=
1

30E4

34

fast − 19d2 + cgdt = 1 s8d

Incorporating Eqs.(7) and (8) into Eq. (6), the values of th
parametersa andc can be calculated:

a =
1

150
, andc =

1

2

Thus,k andCm can be obtained

k =
1

150
st − 19d2 +

1

2
s9d

Cm = F 1

150
st − 19d2 +

1

2
GC0

The variablek is graphically presented in Fig. 7.

Annual Discount Rate „r…

The annual discount rate for this hypothetical project is also
scribed by a normal distribution with a mean of 8% and stan
deviation of 2%. This is shown in Fig. 8. It is also assumed
the discount rate should not be less than 0.

When the above estimations are input into the model(4), the
impacts of risk to the NPV can be analyzed. To accommodat
various probability distributions, the analysis is conducted by
ploying the Monte Carlo simulation technique(Brandimarte
2001; Moore and Weatherfore 2001). The simulation method is
numerical method which involves the substitution of nume
values within individual distributions for the variables. The s

Fig. 7. Adjustment coefficient of annual maintenance cost

Fig. 8. Probability distribution of discount ratesrd
JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION EN
stitution process is conducted through experimentation. Th
periment can be repeated many times, which can generate
alternative results. The range of alternatives reflects the nat
uncertainty. There are various commercial packages availab
conducting Monte Carlo simulations analyses. In this demon
tion exercise, the packageCRYSTAL BALLwas used. In tota
425,000 analyses were simulated in the exercise. These ca
tions took nearly 8 h to simulate on a Pentium III/1.2G comp
Fig. 9 demonstrates some examples of the simulation resu
the NPV for specific years during the project’s economic life.
any year, the value NPV is given with a distribution. The m
mum and minimum estimates for individual distributions
shown in Table 3. When these values are plotted graphical
estimation zone for NPV across project is formulated, as sho
Fig. 10. The zone estimation for NPV in Fig. 10 reflects
nature of many possible future outcomes. This information is
sidered more realistic than the single curve estimation pres
in Fig. 1.

Risk Model for Determining the Concession Period

The previous section demonstrates that risk impacts on
when implementing a BOT contract are significant. The esti
of NPV is therefore given with a distribution rather than a de
ministic value. From Fig. 9, a NPV estimation distribution t
particular year,t, can be reasonably considered as a norma
tribution with mean,mstd, and standard deviation,sstd. From this
normal distribution, different NPV values may be obtained w
the number of standard deviations,b, assumes different value
These may be expressed as follows:

NPVbstd = mstd + bsstd s10d

In Eq. (10), b=confidence coefficient indicating the degree
confidence for an individual risk level. For example, whenb as-
sumes 1.645, the applicant has 95% confidence that the N
over mstd. When a largerb is applied, it indicates that the app
cant is more confident about the estimation and vice versa.
b is applied as a risk confidence indicator. Table 4 displays
estimations of NPV for all 34 years through the project econ
life when differentb values are adopted. When a specific valu
b is adopted, a NPV curve can be developed. Fig. 11 presen
examples of NPV curves whenb assumes −1.645, −1, 0, 1, a
1.645, respectively.

For determining the concession period on the NPV zone
file presented in Fig. 10, there are three scenarios to be co
ered. (1) The private investor and the concerned governm
agree to a common risk confidence level, namely,bP=bG=b,
wherebP and bG denote the risk confidence levels allocated
the private investor and the concerned government, respec
(2) Compared to the government concerned, the private inv
is less confident and considers that the future NPV involves
risk. Namely, the private investor has a smaller value ofb than
that given by the government concerned, namely,bP,bG. (3)
Compared to the government concerned, the private inves
more confident and considers that future NPV involves less
namely, bP.bG. The following discussions are undertaken
identify the concession periodTc in each of these three scenar

Scenario 1: bP=bG=b

When bP=bG=b, a concession period,Tc, can be derived from
analyzing the curve in Fig. 12. Considering model(1), the con

cession period,Tc, has to satisfy the condition:
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IbRø NPVbsTcd ø NPVbsTfd s11d

whereIb denotes the investor’s total capital investment with
risk confidence levelb. The use of capital investment is cons
ered to contribute negative value to NPV. As assumed befor
total capital investment is evenly consumed during the cons
tion period. During this period when there is no income, the v
of the total capital investment can be measured from the
curve by

Ib = UMin
t=1

Tf

hNPVbstdjU s12d

In Fig. 12, Tc can assume any value within the inter
sTcIL

b ,TcIU
b d. This is termed the concession interval.TcIL

b is the
lower limit of Tc, satisfying the investor’s basic interests de
mined by IbR, TcIU

b is the upper limit ofTc, satisfying the gov
b

Fig. 9. Examples of net present value–freque
ernment’s basic interests determined by NPVsTfd. It may be

216 / JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT
noted that whenb assumes different values, different interv
sTcIL

b ,TcIU
b d will be formulated. A smaller valueb will result in a

smaller concession intervalsTcIL
b ,TcIU

b d, and vice versa. For e
ample, in Fig. 13, sTcIL

s−1d ,TcIU
s−1dd is formed when b=−1,

sTcIL
s0d ,TcIU

s0d d for b=0 andsTcIL
s1d ,TcIU

s1d d for b=1.
Nevertheless, if the valueb is too small, a situation,TcIL

b

.TcIU
b , may occur. This situation indicates that there is no

sible concession period that can protect both the investor’s
the government’s basic interest as both sides have less confi
about the risk estimates of NPV.

Scenario 2: bP<bG

When the situationbP,bG appears, the private investor is m
risk conservative. The investor and the government will perc
the future NPV profile differently. This is illustrated in Fig. 1

istribution at specific year during project life period
ncy d
The concession period,Tc, will be within the concession interval

© ASCE / FEBRUARY 2005
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bG d, where the lower limit is determined by the investo
perception on the NPV estimation, and the upper limit is d
mined by the government’s perception.

Scenario 3: bP>bG

The assumptionbP.bG indicates that the investor is prepared
take more risk than the government. The project NPV pr
perceived by the two parties is shown in Fig. 15. The conce
period, Tc, lies within the concession intervalsTcIL

bP ,TcIU
bG d. The

lower and upper limits of the interval are determined, res
tively, by the perception of the investor and the governmen
the NPV estimate.

The above analysis on these three scenarios leads to a g
model, termed the risk concession model, for use in a BOT
tract (BOTCcM-R) when determining the concession periodTc.
The model is described as:

TbP ø T ø TbG

Table 3. Mean, Minimum, and Maximum of the 34 Net Present Va
Distributions

Year std Mean smd Range minimum Range maximum

1 −194 −321 −116

2 −280 −472 −163

3 −345 −495 −198

4 −357 −507 −222

5 −352 −586 −58

6 −343 −592 −34

7 −331 −599 12

8 −315 −618 27

9 −298 −589 56

10 −231 −552 296

11 −165 −439 448

12 −102 −383 668

13 −42 −358 759

14 17 −345 930

15 73 −334 1,183

16 126 −329 1,347

17 177 −324 1,532

18 226 −322 1,727

19 272 −319 2,003

20 286 −319 2,068

21 299 −318 2,117

22 312 −318 2,188

23 323 −317 2,216

24 334 −317 2,239

25 340 −317 2,290

26 344 −317 2,295

27 348 −317 2,303

28 351 −317 2,301

29 353 −317 2,307

30 351 −317 2,302

31 348 −317 2,303

32 344 −317 2,283

33 340 −317 2,252

34 334 −317 2,238
h cIL c cIU

JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION EN
l

IbP ø NPVbPsTcIL
bP d

s13d
NPVbGsTcIU

bG d ø NPVbGsTfd

IbP = UMin
t=1

Tf

hNPVbPstdjU

Application of Risk Concession Model

The application of BOTCcM-R to the three scenarios is dem
strated by referring to the following discussions relating to
Sanchuan Bridge.

Scenario 1: bP=bG=b

WhenbP=bG=b (namely, the private investor and the concer
government agree to a common risk confidence level), b=0 is
adopted for the simplicity of demonstration. Referring to the
terion in model BOTCcM-R, the values of various paramete
the model will be found by referring to the simulation res
presented in Table 4.

The capital investmentsIbPd obtained from Table 4 is

IbP = UMin
t=1

Tf=34

hNPVbP=0stdjU = 357

If the investor aims for a 10% return, i.e.,R=10%, the investor’
expected investment return will beIbPR= I s0dR=35730.1=35.7.

To find the lower limit of concession interval,TcIL
bP , the crite-

rion in the model BOTCcM-R, NPVbPsTcIL
bPdù IbPR, is used

where bP=0 and IbPR=35.7. The value NPVs0ds15d=73 is ob-
tained from Table 4. Thus, the lower limit,TcIL

sbPd=TcIL
s0d =15 is

found as NPVbPsTcIL
bPd=NPVs0ds15dù IbPR.

On the other hand, in order to find the upper limit of con
sion interval, TcIU

sbGd, the criterion in model BOTCcM-R
NPVbGsTcIU

bG døNPVbGsTfd, is used, wherebG=0, and Tf =34.
The values NPVbGsTfd=NPVs0ds34d=334 and NPVs0ds24d=334
are found from Table 4. Thus, the upper limit of the conces
interval, TcIU

s0d =24, is found as NPVbGsTcIU
bG d=NPVs0ds24d

bG s0d

Fig. 10. Estimation zone for net present value across projec
cycle
øNPV sTfd=NPV s34d.
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The above discussion leads to the establishment of the co
sion interval assTcIL

s0d ,TcIU
s0d d=s15,24d. This indicates that when th

private investor and the concerned government have a com
risk confidence levelsb=0d, the basic interests of both sides c
be protected if the concession period is arranged between 1
24 years in this BOT project.

Table 4. Simulation Results of Net Present Value(NPV) for 34 Years

t m s −1.645 −1

1 −194 29 −242 −223
2 −280 42 −349 −322
3 −345 44 −417 −389
4 −357 42 −426 −399
5 −352 52 −438 −404
6 −343 55 −433 −398
7 −331 57 −425 −388
8 −315 58 −410 −373
9 −298 60 −397 −358
10 −231 70 −346 −301
11 −165 89 −311 −254
12 −102 112 −286 −214
13 −42 139 −271 −181
14 17 168 −259 −151
15 73 198 −253 −125
16 126 230 −252 −104
17 177 262 −254 −85
18 226 295 −259 −69
19 272 328 −268 −56
20 286 339 −272 −53
21 299 349 −275 −50
22 312 360 −280 −48
23 323 370 −286 −47
24 334 379 −289 −45
25 340 384 −292 −44
26 344 389 −296 −45
27 348 393 −298 −45
28 351 396 −300 −45
29 353 398 −302 −45
30 351 396 −300 −45
31 348 392 −297 −44
32 344 388 −294 −44
33 340 383 −290 −43
34 334 376 −285 −42

Fig. 11. Five particular net present value curves
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-Scenario 2: bP<bG „bP=−0.674,bG=0…

When bP,bG, i.e., the private investor is less confident of
project future than the government concerned,bP=−0.674 and
bG=0 are adopted for simplicity within the following demons
tion.

When bP=−0.674, the simulated capital investment is
tained from Table 4:

NPV estimation using differentb

−0.674 0 0.674 1 1.6

−214 −194 −174 −165 −1
−308 −280 −252 −238 −2
−375 −345 −315 −301 −2
−385 −357 −329 −315 −288

−387 −352 −317 −300 −26
−380 −343 −306 −288 −2
−369 −331 −293 −274 −2
−354 −315 −276 −257 −2
−338 −298 −258 −238 −1
−278 −231 −184 −161 −1
−225 −165 −105 −76 −
−177 −102 −27 10
−136 −42 52 97 187

−96 17 130 185 2
−60 73 206 271 399
−29 126 281 356 5

0 177 354 439 6
27 226 425 521 7

51 272 493 600 81
58 286 514 625 8
64 299 534 648 8
69 312 555 672 9
74 323 572 693 9
79 334 589 713 957
81 340 599 724 9
82 344 606 733 9
83 348 613 741 9
84 351 618 747 1,0
85 353 621 751 1,0
84 351 618 747 1,0
84 348 612 740 9
82 344 606 732 9
82 340 598 723 9
81 334 587 710 953

Fig. 12. Risk concession period of build–operate–transfer
© ASCE / FEBRUARY 2005
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IbP = UMin
t=1

Tf

hNPVbPstdjU = UMin
t=1

Tf

hNPVs−0.674dstdjU = 387

With a 10% return ratesRd, the investor’s expected return
investment will beIbPR= I s−0.674dR=38730.1=38.7.

To find the lower limit of concession interval,TcIL
bP , the crite-

rion in the model BOTCcM-R, NPVbPsTcIL
bPdù IbPR, is used

where bP=−0.674, andIbPR=38.7. The value NPVs−0.674ds19d
=51 is obtained from Table 4. Thus, the lower limit,TcIL

sbPd

=TcIL
s−0.674d=19, is found as NPVbPsTcIL

bPd=NPVs−0.674ds19d. IbPR.
The upper limit,TcIU

sbGd, has been found whenbG=0 in Scenario 1
namely,TcIU

s0d =24.
Therefore, the concession intervalsTcIL

sbPd ,TcIU
sbGdd is formulated

as (19,24) when the private investor is less confident than
government concerned, i.e.,bP=−0.674, andbG=0. In other
words, if the concession period is arranged between 19
24 years, the basic interests of both sides can be protected
the private investor has a smaller confidence level that the
ernment concerned.

On the basis of the analysis in scenarios 1 and 2, it ca
noted that the concession interval is narrower when the pr
investor tends to be risk conservative in comparing to the s
tion where both the private investor and the government
cerned have the same risk confidence. This indicates that t
ternative concession periods are reduced for negotiation be
the two sides if the private investor is reluctant to assume ri

Fig. 13. Different concession when different risk levels are con
ered

Fig. 14. Net present value(NPV) profile with different perception
by government and the investorsbP,bGd
JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION EN
t

Scenario 3: bP>bG „bP=0.674,bG=0…

WhenbP.bG, i.e., the private investor’s risk seeking attitud
increased, and he is more confident of the project future tha
government concerned,bP=0.674 andbG=0 are adopted for th
simplicity of the following demonstration.

When bP=0.674, the simulated capital investment obta
from Table 4 is as follows:

IbP = UMin
t=1

Tf

hNPVbPstdjU = UMin
t=1

Tf

hNPVs0.674dstdjU = 329

With a 10% return rate, the investor’s expected investment r
will be IbPR= I s0.674dR=32930.1=32.9.

The lower limit of concession interval,Tc−L
bP, can be identi

fied by using the criterion NPVbPsTcIL
bPdù IbPR, wherebP=0.674

and IbPR=32.9. From Table 4, the value NPVs0.674ds13d=52 is
obtained. Thus, the lower limit,Tc−L

bP=Tc−L
s0.674d=13, is found a

NPVbPsTcIL
bPd=NPVs0.674ds13d. IbPR.

The above scenario indicates that, whenbG=0, the upper limi
of concession interval,TcIU

sbGd=TcIU
s0d =24.

The above discussion indicates that the concession in
sTcIL

sbPd ,TcIU
sbGdd is (13,24) when the risk seeking attitude of the p

vate investor increases, i.e.,bP=0.674 andbG=0. If the conces
sion period is arranged between 13 and 24 years, the basic
ests of both sides can be protected.

By comparing Scenario 3 to other two scenarios, it ca
noted that the concession interval becomes wider when th
vate investor tends to be more risk seeking. This provides
alternatives for negotiation between the two sides. In the exa
the private investor’s confidence level is chosen as 0.674. I
modest level, indicating that the investor is not very risk see
Therefore, the difference in concession interval between Sce
3 where the investor is more risk seeking and Scenario 1 w
the investor and government have the same risk confidence
significant, only by two years. Nevertheless, for all the three
narios, a feasible concession period lies within an interval.
actual decision on a specific concession period can be nego
between the two sides, which may be more favorable to e
investor or the government, but will certainly protect the b
interests of both sides and reduce the risks perceived by
sides.

Concerning this demonstrative example, an alternative a
sis without performing the simulation can be conducted by u
the mean values of the distributions. The calculation resul
NPV are obtained by using mean values, as shown in Table
shown graphically in Fig. 16. It can be noted that the NPV

Fig. 15. Net present value profile with different perceptions by g
ernment and the investorsbP.bGd
mation across the project life cycle is given with a deterministic
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of
value, and the concern interval is found as(16,24). This conces
sion interval cannot incorporate the variations of risk confide
between the investor and the government concerned.

It is considered that the simulation results are more rea
and useful as they provide a likely range of outcomes of NP
operating the BOT project. They will enable both the investor
the government concerned to assess the level of risk involve
BOT project, and to forecast the likelihood of the results
investor or the government might expect.

Conclusions

The key factor of a BOT project is the agreement on the leng
concession period. The establishment of this agreement is u
based on the analysis on project cash flow measured by
Traditionally, this cash flow is described as a deterministic fl
and agreed upon by both sides. Shen et al.(2002) adopted th
traditional cash flow approach and presented a methodolog
determining a concession period which may protect the bas
terests of both sides. This paper argues that various risks e
the process of implementing a BOT project, and that they
significant impacts to project cash flow. It is therefore consid
more proper to describe the project NPV with a distribution
estimates and consider risk impacts. Based on a simulated
with the adoption of the Monte Carlo simulation technique,
distribution of NPV value at a specific time point within t
project process can be reasonably described with a normal
ability distribution.

This paper extends the concession model by Shen et al.(2002)
to incorporating risks impacts, leading to the development
risk concession model. The application of the risk conces
model to a simulated case in the paper indicates that there w
a wider interval for agreeing upon a concession period bet
the private investor and the concerned government if the pr
investor is prepared to accept a higher risk that that of the
ernment. On the other hand, an acceptable concession per

Table 5. Net Present Value(NPV) Calculation by Using Mean Values

t 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

NPV −192 −278 −357 −357 −354 −346 −335

t 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

NPV 158 195 207 217 226 234 242

Fig. 16. Net present value(NPV) profile by using mean values
variable distributions
220 / JOURNAL OF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT
both sides will be subject to a narrow feasible interval if
private investor is more risk conservative. In some extreme c
a feasible concession period may not be available if both side
too risk conservative. The adoption of the concession perio
rived from the risk concession model is expected to reduc
impact of the risk to the parties who may perceive risks di
ently. Furthermore, the simulation results of NPV value acros
project life provide a wide range of information for decision m
ing.
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